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A beautiful cross stitched stocking is a keepsake that will be cherished for a lifetime. From the

fabulous stocking designs created by the world famous artists at Kooler Design Studio, Donna

Kooler has selected 15 of her favorites that you re sure to love. Alphabets are included for easy

personalization, along with assembly instructions for the perfect finish.  15 designs -- Linda Gillum:

I'd Rather Be Fishing; Welcome to My Garden; Snowman and Friends; Up, Up & Away; Snow Dome

Collection; Teddy the Bear and Friends; Winter Fun on Ice; and Two by Two (Noah's Ark). Nancy

Rossi: O Holy Night, Curious Cats, and Good Dogs. Barbara Baatz Hillman: Folkart Collection and

Crafter s Stocking. Sandy Orton: Bygone Days and 'Twas the Night Before Christmas.
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Received book today and can't wait to get started stitching. Will have a new grandaughter this year

& she will have a spectacular stocking. The variety is great & they are quality designs. Probably will

stitch the snow globes stocking. It is beautiful and different. The pattern is large enough for older

eyes to see.



This is one of the best collections of stocking patterns I've found! I have been counted cross

stitching or needlepointing stockings for my grandkids, and this book will be used for many of these

treasures! Used? Came in perfect, like-new condition! Thank you!

Beautiful designs and the only place I found a dog themed Christmas stocking.

Donna Kooler is absolutely my most favorite cross-stitch pattern designer. This book contains some

of her best ideas yet. I am going to start with the "Snowglobe" pattern simply because I paged thru

the book with my eyes closed and that's the one I landed on! This one is going to be for my oldest

niece and it's a toss up between "Winter Fun on Ice" or "Curious Cats" for my younger niece.

Donna's patterns have the easiest dirctions and graphs to work with. The *only* problem I have with

this book is that the patterns are not in color. All of her other books that I have (4 total) all have the

color coded graphs to follow and it makes stitching so much easier because #1-You know what

color you are looking for and #2-I find it easier to count how many stitches I have to do. Bottom line

is, I LOVE Donna Koolers designs and those projects always turn out beautiful! KUDOS to

KOOLER!

I had borrowed this book from a friend and knew I wanted to add it to my library. It is a great book

and the charts are easily read.

Looking forward to starting one for my first Grandson!

I love cross stitching and wanted to make stocking for my family, since I was making multiple

stocking and I wanted the backing to matching I bought this book, The stocking are cute and can

range in age and gender, it even has a stocking for cats and dogs. I liked this book so much that I

bought Donna Kooler's Second Edition Stocking Collection so I could make stocking for other family

members.

Very clear graphs to follow. The stockings are beautiful, more original than what you can buy in a kit
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